
ELA Packet for the Week of April 27 – May 1

Miss Ammons – 4th Grade

Calhoun Elementary School

4th Grade Students,

     Once again, I hope that you and your family are staying safe and healthy!  For 
this week’s ELA, please do the following:

1. Read the passage “An Old Friend with a New Dog” and answer the 
comprehension questions that follow. (1-7)

2. Read the poem “Eagle’s Flight” and answer the comprehension questions that
follow. (8 – 13)

3. The final part of this ELA packet is Grammar and Punctuation.  I have put 
together a total of 9 items that cover such things as quotation marks, 
commas, verb tenses, and pronouns.  Read each item carefully and choose the
best answer for each.

     If you have any questions, please email me:   tammons@mcminnschools.com 

   I hope you have a blessed week!                                                                           

Miss Ammons

mailto:tammons@mcminnschools.com
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Directions Read the story. Then answer Numbers 1 through 7.   

                                                                          An Old Friend with a New Dog

1 “Hello,” Matt said into the telephone. 

2 His best friend Rob replied, “Hi, Matt. Do you want to go to the park later and toss the 
baseball?”

3 “Uh,” Matt hesitated. “I wish I could, but I need to give Buster a bath. Maybe we can go to 
the park tomorrow. I was planning on taking Buster there to walk the trails. Do you want to 
come along?”

4 “Sure,” Rob replied, “I’ll see you tomorrow. Bye.” 

5 As Rob hung up the telephone, he let out a long sigh. His mother and older sister, Pam, 
looked up from the kitchen table. They knew Rob was unhappy.

6 “Ever since Matt got that new dog, he doesn’t have
time for anything else,” Rob complained. “Matt has
to bathe him, walk him, play with him, feed him, and
teach him tricks. There is no time left for his two-
legged friends—not even time for his best friend!”

7 “Getting a new pet is exciting, Rob,” his mother said.
“Before long, Matt will want to spend more time with
you. Just be patient.” 

8 Rob looked at his mother and sighed again. Rob
already felt like he had been patient with Matt. He
had helped him bathe the dog and walk him. Still,
any time Buster was around, he got all the attention.

9 “If you really miss spending time with Matt,” Pam
began, “you should try to enjoy being with his dog.
Matt has a new pet, and he is excited about it. You
should be happy for your friend.”

10 Rob didn’t understand how pretending to be interested in Buster would help his friendship 
with Matt. He started to leave the room, but then Pam continued. “Maybe you could teach 
Buster how to catch a ball. That is one of your favorite things to do with Matt. Plus, it is a 
game that the three of you could play together.”



11 Rob thought about Pam’s idea for a moment. Throwing the ball around was one of his 
favorite games. He knew dogs liked to catch balls. Rob smiled. “I guess that may be worth a 
try,” he said. “I can take a ball to the park when we meet there tomorrow.”

12 The next day, Rob met Matt and Buster at the park as planned. Matt seemed surprised when 
Rob said he wanted to teach Buster how to catch the ball.

13 Matt watched as Rob took Buster into an open field. Rob threw the ball and Buster ran after 
it. 

     He ran back to Rob and dropped it at his feet. Then Rob rubbed Buster’s head and praised     
him. Teaching Buster a new trick seemed to come naturally to Rob.

14 “Over here,” Matt called to Rob, interrupting the happy moment with Buster. “Can’t a guy 
get a turn at the ball?” he asked.

15 The three played together for a while, just as Pam
had predicted. Rob was quite surprised at how much
fun he had with Buster. Now that Rob had stopped
worrying about getting attention from Matt, it was
much easier for him to enjoy being with Buster and
sharing Matt.

16 “You’re great with Buster,” Matt said to Rob. “I’m
glad you wanted to teach him a new trick, but he
can’t learn all the games we play. He can’t pitch a
baseball or hit a home run like you,” Matt joked.
“Let’s take Buster home, and then we can go to the
baseball field and play catch like we used to.”

17 Soon Rob and Matt were on their way to the baseball
field, just like old times. Rob was glad that his old
friend with a new dog was still his best friend.
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1. Teaching Buster a new trick seemed to come naturally to Rob.

Based on the suffix -ly, what does naturally mean?

A in a way that is natural

B to become natural

C to be natural again

D one who is natural

2. Choose the question that can be answered after reading the story.

 F    How high can Buster jump to catch a ball? 

G    How often is Buster given a bath? 

H    What do Rob and Matt like to do together? 

J     How long do Rob and Matt play with Buster?

 

3.  When Rob and Matt are on the telephone, Matt suggests going to the park the next 
day because he 

A    knows Rob likes going to the park with Buster. 

B    realizes Rob wants to teach Buster a trick. 

C    wants to introduce Rob to Buster. 

D    plans to go there with Buster.

 

4.  Why does Matt most likely suggest taking Buster home at the end of the story?

          F    He thinks Buster needs to get some rest.

         G    He knows that Rob is tired of playing catch. 



         H    He wants to do things that Buster cannot do. 

         J     He is finished playing with Rob.

5. What does Rob do to help his friendship with Matt?
 n

              A    feeds Buster

              B    plays with Buster

              C   walks on the trails

              D   talks on the telephone

6. What is the main problem in the story?
 n

F Rob wants to get his own dog.

G Matt wants to teach Buster tricks.

H Matt worries about taking care of Buster.

J     Rob misses spending time with his friend.

7. What does the picture at the end of the story show the reader?
 n

          A    how to teach tricks to a dog

          B   how the two boys feel

          C   how to play ball

          D   how to walk a dog home



Now, read the poem. Then answer Numbers 8 through 13.

Eagle’s Flight

                                                          Soaring, flying, and gliding around—
                                                  I see it all without touching the ground.
  Clouds like thick icing gather around.
  To the left and right, sapphire skies surround.

  5 But then dark skies roll into view,
  Gray thunderclouds push away the blue.   

When rumbles begin, it’s one small clue.
  Then lightning flashes—a storm is abrew!

  I fly high above where trouble grows 
 10 Watching golden, reddish, and greenish glows.

  Gone are blue skies. They’ve taken a doze.   
Storms are one of nature’s greatest shows!

  Once all is calm and the wind subsides   
Silver or black—nature decides.

 15 Me, I keep drifting, choosing no sides.
                                        Taking a trip—one of many lone rides.
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8. Read Line 10.
 n

Watching golden, reddish, and greenish glows.

What is the meaning of the word greenish?

F used to be green

G far from green

H more than green

J     somewhat green
TNR20808

9. In the poem, what happens immediately after gray thunderclouds appear?
 n

          A   The eagle looks for food.

          B     Lightning appears.

          C   The eagle flies higher.

          D   The eagle quickly flies away.
TNR20810

10. Which words from the poem are an example of alliteration?
 n

F sapphire skies surround

G dark skies roll into view 

H all is calm 

J     nature decides

TNR20814



11. Read Line 16 of the poem.
 n

Taking a trip—one of many lone rides.

The word lone suggests that the eagle is flying

A   for a long time.

          B   by itself.

          C   above the clouds.

          D   with the wind.
TNR20807

12. “Eagle’s Flight” can be identified as a poem because it has
 n

F words that describe nature.

G a narrator who tells what happens.

H a beginning and an end.

J     lines that end with rhyming words.
TNR20811

13. What is the most likely reason the author wrote “Eagle’s Flight”?
n

          A   to tell a story about what happens to an eagle during a storm

          B   to explain to readers why an eagle fl ies above the clouds

          C   to describe what an eagle sees during a storm

            D   to persuade readers to learn more about eagles

TNR20813
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1. Which of these sentences uses quotation marks correctly?
A. “Don’t even think about it, Victor said firmly.”
B. “Don’t even think about it,” Victor said firmly.
C. “Don’t even think about it, Victor” said firmly.

2. Which sentence uses correct punctuation?
A. I can’t wait to ride my bike this weekend?
B. The first think I need to do is find my helmet?
C. Do you think it will rain?

3. Which sentence is written correctly?
A. My brother’s favorite book is charlotte’s web.
B. My brother’s favorite book is Charlotte’s web.
C. My brother’s favorite book is Charlotte’s Web.

4. Which sentence uses correct verb tense?
A. Last year, I have injured my ankle in a race.
B. I forget my water bottle at home this morning.
C. My aunt had long hair when she was younger.

5. Which sentence does NOT use the comma correctly?
A. Sharks have sharp, 2-inch-long teeth.
B. After turtles hatch, they walk toward the water.
C. Alligators live in rivers, lakes, and swamps.

6. Choose the correct pair of pronouns to complete this sentence: 
_______________________ eat lunch together almost every day.
A. Her and me
B. She and me
C. Me and her
D. She and I

7. Correctly put in commas in these two sentences:
Sophie likes orange juice doesn’t she?
No she drinks only water milk or apple juice.

8. Choose the answer that best completes this sentence:                                                           
If I __________ about the writing contest ahead of time, I would have submitted my
story. 
A. know     B. have known     C. had known     D. will have known

9. Correctly complete this sentence: _________ of the shirts she bought is blue.
A. One     B. Some     C. Few     D. Many   


